Presenters & Programs
For the 2012 AVSA/AVSC Convention
“Violets Bridge Borders”
By Bill Farrand
The Convention always offers the
best in the world of African violets and other gesneriads. The
showroom contains wall to
wall exhibits of plants, displays, dish gardens, designs,
and ultimately the winners of
all the categories. The vendors
and growers show all their plants
and products for our purchase. In addition to our eyes being entertained by the
plants, our knowledge at the 2012 Convention
will be enhanced by the stellar quality of the presenters and the programs they have prepared.
Five presentations have been developed; something for everyone, on a variety of topics. They
are summarized below for your review so you
can decide early what session(s) to register for.
• Basic Skills for African Violet Growers –
Canadian Style. Carolyn Conlin-Lane, Ajax,
Ontario, has extensive experience in both
AVSA and the Gesneriad Society, and is a Canadian hybridizer and prize winning grower. She
will present a comprehensive picture of what is
required to successfully grow in colder conditions. All levels of growers will find this session
informative, but especially novice growers.
• Beneficial Insects. A representative from
Biobest Ltd., Leamington, Ontario, will present
the benefits of fighting insects with insects. If you
need another weapon for controlling insect
infestations, this session is for you. Biobest is an
international authority in the field of biological
pest control. Growers, and especially everyone
who prefers to grow organically, will find this
presentation offers a major asset for controlling
insects.
• Pave’ Your Way to Design Happiness.
Joyce Stork, Fremont, Nebraska, will demon-
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strate methods to integrate African
violets into pave’, a design
technique used by jewelers
and floral designers. The
session includes the opportunity for some audience
members to be invited to do
hands on pave’ designs during
Joyce’s presentation. If you like
the design division of AVSA and AVSC
shows, this fresh design technique will
interest you.
• The Last Tasks of Judging. Bill Foster and
other members of the AVSA Shows and
Judges Committee will discuss how the final
panel of judges should go about making the
decision for Best in Show and the importance
of correctly filling out the judging forms.
Every level of AVSA and AVSC judge will benefit from this overview of judging requirements.
• Growing Streptocarpus. David Thompson,
Waterloo, Iowa, a well known hybridizer,
grower, and commercial vendor, will share his
vast knowledge of this popular genus in the
Gesneriad family. David will offer comprehensive information on growing methods, propagating, lighting, watering, and grooming
techniques. His discussion will also include
pest
control
and
diseases
infecting
Streptocarpus, plus criteria for evaluating cultivars using live plants. Sign up early for this
one.
Plan on making your selection early and registering to be assured of a seat for the session(s)
you select. These are wonderful topics and offer
a benefit for all levels of interest and growing.
Check the AVSA web site, www.avsa.org, for
additional information.
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